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pros and cons of the Taylormade R15 controller. Throughout this review, unless indicated, we refer to the 460cc version of the R15 controller. Distance from the pros: Taylormade has been known for the exceptional distances for its drivers, and the R15 is at the height of that reputation as one of the longest models available on the market at this time.
Feel the driver Taylormade ever did. The comments that will give you your R15 strokes are excellent, letting you know where you lost exactly. See again: "We absolutely love the white crown of the R15. Beachability and precision: with two 12.5 grams of 12.5 grams Mobile weights on both the toe and the heel, the driver is very indulgent since even
unperfect contacts will get the ball on the street. Designated contracts for better players: the Taylormade R15 is intended for high-level professionals and fans with individual disabilities. Relatively straight shots: it is relatively difficult to bend the balls with the R15. How does Taylormade R15 compare to competition? In this section, we will compare
the Taylormade R15 controller with several other comparable controllers available on the market. We have made several comparisons with Taylormade SLDR and Taylormade M1 throughout the article, so we will not repeat it again here. Instead, we will compare the R15 controller to the Aeroburner Taylormade. Taylormade Aeroburner Driver last
updated on 2022-07-04. Links are affiliate links. Product images are used to the Amazon product advertising API. Why we choose this comparison: launched at approximately the same time, by Taylormade, and often debate is made on which one is best verdict: in general, the R15 won in almost all categories, providing dadilibed dadilibed lapicnirp uS
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characteristics of a golf club is about discussing technologies involved within it. There is no difference with the driver Taylormade R15, and there are our shots on the characteristics and technology of the driver: the center of gravity The center of gravity has been the most popular themes of the discussions of golf equipment in the last years.
However, many golfists did not understand the science of it, and its importance in improving their works. Let us discuss some principles of the center of gravity in the golf teams: high in front of the bass: a center of gravity will produce a greater later turn, while the lower center of gravity will produce the opposite. , the center of gravity will produce
drawing. On the other hand, how much closest is the center of gravity next to the foot of the foot, less drawing turn will produce. If you are fighting with the slices of counteracting, look for a club with the center of gravity closest to the side of the tal. Front against the back: ã ¢ the severity front center, in general, will produce less turn and vice versa.
The front center of gravity also improves the trajectory and launch distance and is generally sought in modern golf clubs. When the Taylormade R15 controller is located, the Taylormade R15 controller used a center of gravity under more near the side of the tal, first used by Taylormade in its SLDR controller. As a result, the R15 produces the most
possible turn to increase the distance, the trajectory and the penetration, which are the three important characters necessary in a golf conductor. The front track system The best important improvement that will find in the Taylormade R15 controller is the front track system, which is an important review of Taylormade SLDR, his predecessor. The
front track is not only longer, but Taylormade adds a secondAs a comparison, the SLDR has only a weight of 20g, while the R15 Driver has two weights of 12.5 g. The front track is also closer to the front edge, in 12mm compared to the old SLDR. This design moves the center of gravity closer to the face, allowing the face to bend a little more, so you
get less drop in the speed of the ball, and moving the center of gravity 75% to the club's low advance. The result? Speed and distance. Photo courtesy of TaylorMade Golf However, it is known that the center of the clubs of gravity is not indulgent in precision. Taylor, Made's answer? Weight slider technology divided. Sliding Division Weight Although it
was not the most successful - wise trader- of the drivers of TaylorMade, we personally loved the TaylorMade SLDR for its precision with higher swing speeds. However, if your oscillation speed is not enough, SLDR performance will suffer a lot. Taylor Made addressed that problem by adding additional weight and made them adjustable by slip. You can
simply unwrap the weights with the supplied key, and slide them to the heel for more drawing, or to the finger for more fading. We will discuss more about our findings with the slider weight configuration, but to summarize: Putting both weights in the center will produce similar effects to SLDR. With the dough directly behind the ball, your strike will
be stronger, and with enough swing speed, you will gain exceptional distance with this setting. Putting both weights on the heel will change your straight shots to a tie in a reasonably subtle way. On the other hand, putting both weights on the toe will subtly change your shots to fade. Splitting weights to both ends will produce more spin and slightly
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controllers used similar axes in the form of Fujikura Speeder 57 with, as its name indicates, 57 grams of weight. Fujikura 2016 pro is designed with a medium and river tip, which allows a greater handling. However, we actually prefer the Speeder 57 over 2016 pro 60, mainly because the sprinter is built with distance and penetration in mind, what we
consider, is the central essential value for a driver. For the weight of the driver's club, the lighter is definitely better. We measure the weight of the 460cc versions of the three manga products, and here the results are: 207 grams 460cc Sldr203 grams 460cc R15198 grams 460cc M1 while the R15 controller changes from the 310 performance of
SLDR -30 to the lamin UTX GRIP. , The M1 returned to the 360 performance, this time through an association with Lamkin. In our opinion, the utx grip is more complete, especially a grip for all climate. However, 360 performance provides a better general response in dry climates. Both are excellent grips, but we prefer the UTX for excellence in all
climatic conditions. New technology for the first M1, the crown and the general weight of the club's head are more light, due to the use of compound material for the crown. The lightweight weight meant a center of gravity more low, improving the launch conditions. The second important improvement is the adjustable weight. Now the M1 has a more
customizable weight configuration through the use of two separate weight, the front and the setback. The front track per Sã alone has 18 sliding positions, while the setback is 15. This means 270 possible combinations compared to the 21 that find in the R15 driver. An obvious improvement for forgiveness and personalization forVs r15, but will the
additional cost of $ 200 be justified? We will let you be the judge. How the R15 controller is maintained after having discussed the various characteristics and key qualities, we have understood that the R15 controller is an absolute improvement on the older SLDR. The driver R15 is also a better commercial and is very popular among professionals and
fans equally. However, the launch of the new M1 (and M2) controllers in a relatively short way complicates the decision of many golfers. Those with the R15 controller doubt to update to the M1 or M2, while those looking for a new controller are confused about buying. The M1 is absolutely a better driver, as well as the M2 for those who prefer light
drivers. However, with almost $ 200 of the price difference, we personally feel that the M1 and the M2 are not enough improvements on the cheap R15. You are attentive to our complete review for M1 and M2 controllers. For now, let's deepen more in our r15 controller. In the same category of drivers, we have also reviewed the Callaway XR 16
controller. Our review 1. We have discussed some of the main improvements in technology in our section of previous key characteristics. However, now let's deepen the key technology of the R15 controller. Center of gravity we have discussed how R15 has a lower center of gravity and the further front (CG) compared to the taylorming senior drivers,
especially the SLDR. The new general design combined with the new front track technology allows 40 grams of weight to move close to the face in comparison with the SLDR, which already has the low -advance CG philosophy as its base principle of designer ± o As a result, the R15 controller is significantly better in speed and of the ball (the test
data below). Adjustable weight of the front track we have also discussed the basic concepts of the new front va system of the R15 controller, and as we promised previously, let's deepen the subject. The 21 are possible for the adjustable slider, but here are the basics: Max Distance: Both weights in the center positionMax Draw: Both weights towards
the heel of the driverMax Fade: Both Weights towards the toe of the clubMax Stability: Separate the weights so that one stays on the toe and one on the heel For example, during our tests on trackman, the Max Stability setting will increase the ball spin around 300 RPM, and roughly 6% of height trajectory increase compared to the Max Distance
setting. The changes with each of the 21 position are significant yet reasonably subtle enough so that you can still control your game. Other Technologies The Ultra Thin Casting technology saves the overall weight of the club, lowering the weight of about 4 grams compared to the older SLDR model. Four-gram difference is very significant in the
world of driver equipment, as it will mean a lot to the overall ball speed and distance. The R15 also utilized an improved Inverted Cone Technology, allowing an optimized and expanded sweet spot. This partially contributes to the overall forgiveness of the club compared to the SLDR model, as your mishits will become less frequent with a larger sweet
spot. The Inverted Cone Technology has been around for some time on TaylorMade clubs, but it is significantly improved in the R15 series. 2. Forgiveness We have discussed how forgiveness is a key improvement on the R15 compared to the SLDR, and now we will discuss why. The SLDR, by itself, is a superb driver with excellent distance gain and
ball speed. However, its rather unforgiving nature made the SLDR a bit of a commercial failure compared to older TaylorMade flagship drivers. Furthermore, the SLDR is unforgiving in both key areas: swing speed and mishits. With insufficient swing speed or mishit, or both, the performance in distance, ball speed, and even shape will be reduced
dramatically. With that issue, it¢ÃÂÂs understandable that TaylorMade was willing to The lost in the successor of SLDR, the R15 controller, and did so with three main improvements: the positioning of the front va system, the front life system and improved general loss only for its positioning. Positioned 12 mm more near the club's face, compared to
the SLDR, the center of gravity moves more from below and forward. The channel now acts as a speed pocket to allow the club to flex. It will get less decreased in the speed of the ball and, therefore, will lose less distance in the Mishits. This characteristic will also help golfers with insufficient swing speeds, since they will obtain an exceptional
distance compared to the SLDR. The R15 has a bigger profile, and the color of the white crown simply helps with alignment. These characteristics will help you reach the center with more frequency, indirectly affecting the driver's loss. Personalization with the performance of the front track system and, in this case, erroneous performance is often a
product of a golfista's huge, therefore, in general, each golf will need different clubs and equipment that attend their Hasters and preferences. Therefore, the customization characteristic of the new front track system of the R15 controller is certainly welcome. Do you have problems with swing speed? Set the adjustable weight in a maximum distance
mode. Does it help with the Mishits? Tell it to the maximum stability. With 21 customization configurations in the Taylormade R15, you can experience and find your preferred configuration so that the club's loss adapts to your exact needs. 3. It seems that the 460cc version of R15 came in two color and white mate, while the 430cc only came blank.
Taylormade is known for sports, minimalist and and the R15 further emphasized those values. We have argued that personally dripped the color of the white crown with a black face in the R15, mainly because the contrast will help with alignment in addition to its aesthetic purpose. The head isGreat, but not as bulky as the previous Taylormade clubs,
which is a welcome change. We liked the crown, especially the white one is relatively clean with only the gray "T" logo and the alignment mark found. We liked the placement brand placement and how far it extends more compared to other competitors. 4. Feeling for the R15 controller, how much it feels will depend on how to personalize it, but first,
we are going to discuss how we liked the sound it produces is an important improvement of the high -pressure sounds taylormade drivers made in the past. Returning to customization, first, there are two selections from the source of the head. The 430cc came with 4 loft selections of 9.5, 10.5 and 12 degrees, and the 460cc with an additional 16 degree loft selection. The manga arrived with 12 positions of 3 degrees of launching type adjustment, and finally, the customized front track system that we have discussed during this revision. How would the driver R15 feel? The answer could be: exactly how you want it! Start by choosing the right head, tailored to the right loft, and experience with
the configuration of its weight to obtain the best of the R15 driver. 5. PERFORMANCE The R15 controller is a definitive improvement on the SLDR in the yield category. During our tests, the numbers have shown that the adjustment of the maximum stability of the â € ˜splitâ € ™ will affect forgive height. We understood that many golfers (our
included, initially), have felt that "moving" is only a marketing jargon for an inaetile characteristic to new clubs and drivers. However, during our tests, we discovered that increasing the loft's name will affect the launch, maximizing its launch in the process. The recent trend in the PGA Tour to the rise has shown the point as well. We have stated
several times that personalization and personalization are certainly strongof this controller, and the loft angle must certainly be embraced to maximize its performance. 6. In the driving range Would the R15 driver be a decent option for the driving range? Of course. The performance in the distance is excellent, the design, the look and the feeling are
excellent, and bringing a TaylorMade driver to the driving range will not only increase your confidence, but it could be an important difference in winning your state in the driving range. During our tests with the head of 460cc, we hit some units that hit the mark of 300 yards without a strong wind on our back, which was a rarity with the TaylorMade
SLDR, as well as other drivers of similar price range. For those who prefer the less rotation and more compact size controller, the 430cc version could be a better option. Golfers with high swing speed and precision that constantly hit the sweet spot will find the extremely long low turn and distance of the amazing R15. However, even if you missed the
sweet spot, the low-cost gravity center and customizable weight adjustment of the front track system will ensure enough forgiveness compared to other controllers available on the market. Buy now
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